Johnny Bravo
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What is it that attracts us back to the cartoons that we watched religiously as children? Perhaps
it is the brief 30 minutes where we are allowed to transport back into an age of toys, crayons
and sandboxes. It was a simpler time, when days were spent playing tag until the sun went down and
nights were consumed leisurely in front of the TV; the headache of college, grades and
studying was unforeseen, lying somewhere in the distant future. Reminisce as a few of the most
popular TV shows of our childhood are recounted.
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“Move it football head!” is a phrase that immediately brings back memories for those who watched Nickelodeonʼs Hey Arnold. For eight years (19962004) Hey Arnold! charmed audiences with the quirky characters of the
ﬁctional town of Hillwood. After ﬁve seasons and 101 episodes of the strange
kid with the unusually large, football-shaped head and untucked ﬂannel shirt,
the series remains one of the most loved “old school” cartoons of Nickelodeon.
Following the life of fourth grader Arnold and his group of friends
(and enemies), the show focused on the odd situations that they often found themselves in. Living in a boarding home while being raised by his
senile grandparents often presented scenarios that Arnold handled with
humor and sincerity-whether it was dealing with his grandmotherʼs hilarious
delusions or his grandfatherʼs amusing obsession with “Sallyʼs Comet,” Arnold
accepted
the
reality
of
his
odd
circumstances.
Coping
with
the
bullying
of
Helga
Pataki was regularly the main focus of the school
days that Arnold spent at P.S. 118. Helga, a
unibrowed tomboy who secretly praised Arnold within her
closeted shrine, often taunted Arnold in an attempt to mask her
unrequited love. Although the show is no longer in syndication,
the eccentric characters who many a time found themselves in
mind-boggling situations, will always be a part of every fansʼ
childhood. For senior Roxanne Galvan, Hey Arnold! was her
favorite cartoon “because each episode had a moral lesson to it,
[and] it was a cartoon with characters that were easy to identify with and learn from.”
While most viewers typically favor the protagonist of a TV show, for Galvan,
her favorite character was the complete opposite; “I especially loved Helga because
she acted so bold and mean, yet she was very self conscious and shy inside.”
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Hey Arnold!
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Most of Alhambra Highʼs students have grown up with and adored
Nickelodeonʼs beloved Rugrats. From the mispronunciation of “perpetrator” as “poopertrator” to the daily adventures of the brave Tommy Pickles, the
fearful Charles “Chuckie” Finster and the comedic twins Phillip “Phil”
and Lillian “Lil” DeVille, the toddlers are always getting into some kind of
trouble with much of the unintentional help from Tommyʼs “mean” three year-old
cousin, Angelica Pickles. Eventually other characters such as Dil Pickles, Susie
Carmichael and Kimi Finster were added. Although adults tried to understand
them, the babies were able to comprehend (many times inaccurately) what
the adults were saying, which led to many of their troubles and adventures.
Adored almost everywhere, students oftentimes reminisce about the episodes amongst each other. “The kids were really silly—they killed me! They
[also] talked, that was the best part,” said senior Paulina Ale.
Rugrats was created by husband and wife, Gabor Csupo and Arlene Klasky and co-creator Paul Germain in 1991. Debuting ofﬁcially
on August 11, 1991, along with the animated series Doug and Ren &
Stimpy, it was an instant success with kids all across the nation. This
show later grew to a movie, The Rugrats Movie, its sequel, Rugrats
in Paris and the crossover of the Wild Thornberrys and Rugrats in
Rugrats Go Wild! Later, this classic cartoon launched a
spin-off show, which lasted ﬁve years called, Rugrats All
Grown Up, where the toddlers were depicted as pre-teens.
Originally airing in 1991, Rugrats ran all the way to 2004 with brand
new episodes. Today, reruns are only available to watch at certain times
on Nicktoons or on the Internet. Although the show is not aired often, this
show will surely go on as a legend for our generation as students oftentimes still mention Rugrats while discussing the peaks of their childhoods.

Rugrats

“[Johnny Bravo]
makes me laugh
and gets rid of
the high school
stress for a
while.”-Alexys Carter

“Wooooh, Mama!” Everyone remembers this famous catchphrase said by the muscular and dim-witted blond, with traits similar to Elvis
Presley. He wears a pair of black shades in almost every episode and it became
a
famous
trademark.
Johnny
Bravo
believes
that
every
woman wants him and is unable to resist his good looks and charm. In reality, he is just a
narcissistic guy who usually gets rejected and beat up by the ladies he tries to impress.
This
show
premiered
on
July
7,
1997
on
Cartoon
Network
and
ended in August of 2004. It was aired in the United States and
reruns are still occasionally shown on the Boomerang network. The
cartoon series enjoyed four seasons with approximately sixty-seven episodes.
This animated cartoon was actually a part of Cartoon Networkʼs
“World Premiere Toons,” which was a series of shorts. Due to its
popularity, a full series was created . Seth MacFarlane, the writer
of
Family
Guy,
and
Butch
Hartman,
the
writer/director of The Fairly OddParents, collaborated to create this classic.
“I like Johnny Bravo because I was really young when the show was on
often and now that Iʼm much older, whenever I see the show it makes
me laugh and gets rid of the high school stress for a while, and makes me
remember those great cartoons that were on TV back then,” said senior Alexys Carter.
Bravo learns life lessons from his mother, Bunny, and his neighbor, Suzy. Watchers should
admire
this
young
man
for
his
diligence
to
continuously
chase
after
numerous
girls
even
though
they constantly shun him. His persevering nature has helped
make Johnny Bravo an enduring character.
By StaffWriter Dalla Wong

By Features Editor Lindsay Croon

Catdog

“One ﬁne day with a woof and a
p u r r,
an idea was born and it caused a little s t i r ” — t h i s
catchy rhyme with a jumpy beat opened a classic cartoon
about a set of conjoined brothers: a cat and a dog. It all
started when writer Peter Hannan was sketching an idea
for a character called, “the Amazing CatDog Man,” a
superhero with a manʼs body and the heads of both a cat and
a dog. They were originally designed to ﬁght crime while
bickering back and forth. Despite not having super powers, the end product of the duo was much the same. Dogʼs
silly antics and brash attitude dragged uptight and bitter
Cat into a different kind of trouble in each episode. Often,
episodes involve the conjoined brothers running into longterm enemies such as “The Greaser Dogs,” a trio of dogs
that live to make the misﬁt CatDog miserable and Rancid
Rabbit, a mean, green rabbit who often cons CatDog
into working for him simply because he dislikes them.
“I think itʼs really great how two personalities can come
together as one,” said junior Carolina Banuelos.
With the original run lasting from October 4, 1998 to July
24, 2004, it left a lasting impression on the 21st generation.
By StaffWriter Astrid Tovar

